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That fortuitous accident is how Milo the pig ended up at Yesahcan Sanctuary, a 20-acre animal rescue in DeSoto ... pigs remain Yesahcan's calling card. The DeSoto farm has become a refuge for the ...
Pig-loving DeSoto couple rescues oinkers with issues
WATKINS GLEN – Farm Sanctuary, the country’s first farm animal sanctuary and advocacy organization, has reopened to the public for tours at both of our locations. Nestled in the Finger Lakes Region of ...
Farm Sanctuary reopening for tours
The Dodge County Board of Supervisors approved a permit for a proposed pig farm north of Snyder and declared the county a “Second Amendment sanctuary” at its meeting Wednesday. The proposed 40 ...
County board approves permit for pig farm, declares county Second Amendment sanctuary
The pig farm Lil' Orphan Hammies takes in pigs that were meant as pets yet grew too large for their owners to care for. Carter Evans meets with Sue Parkinson, who created the sanctuary for these ...
Pig rescue farm is hog heaven
Expensive and complicated city regulations are prompting Brentwood’s popular Broken Road Farm to blaze a trail to Texas.
Brentwood's Broken Road Farm to move out of state
I’m not much of a painter, but I’ll keep going back. When in life do you get to paint a pig with a baby pig in your lap? You can’t pass that up.” ...
James City County farm offers chance to paint and pet goats, pigs, cows and horses during events
A pregnant pig has escaped the farm where she was destined for the ... to commence the rescue and get Matilda and her family to a sanctuary where they can live out the rest of their natural ...
Pregnant pig saves her own bacon by escaping from farm before giving birth to 10 piglets in woods
All about the animals The sanctuary’s main focus is the rescue and care of farm animals, but the compassion extends far beyond that group. While potbellied pigs make up a large part of the residents, ...
A ‘Piece of Peace’: Animal sanctuary relocating to Penn Valley
Loma Vista Farm, as it turns out, is more than an animal sanctuary. It’s also a human sanctuary. The 5-acre home to horses, cows, pigs ... Vallejo and people who care about the animals.
Adults, kids grateful for Loma Vista Farm’s return in Vallejo
‘I walked on but couldn’t get these pigs out of my mind and I was worried for their safety. Pregnant pig Matilda was destined for the chop when she escaped a farm in Nottinghamshire to give ...
Pig saved from slaughter after escaping farm and giving birth in nearby woods
Sanctuaries offer these animals a lifetime home of shelter, food, and care. Farm sanctuaries and the ... The Grass Valley sanctuary is now home to at least 200 animals, including cows, pigs, goats, ...
Animal Place named best sanctuary in nation
Sheltered in the hug of Haiku’s wild jungles, Leilani Farm Sanctuary spills out across eight ... “I can tell all the pigs, goats, chickens and cats apart by their voices.
Paradise Found
TIVERTON — For nearly two decades, staff at West Place Animal Sanctuary have been transporting farm animals and wildlife ... and to transport animals like pigs, alpaca, peacocks, and others ...
Tiverton, R.I., animal sanctuary offers a safe haven — and a chance for a happy life
Providing a forever home for the waifs and strays of the animal world is the daily calling of the staff at Willows Animal Sanctuary, Fraserburgh, in Aberdeenshire. Providing the love and care they ...
Willows – 21 years providing sanctuary
We thank you for helping us make a difference for the animals and those who care for them. Please take a moment to read a little bit about these great places. Tomten Farm and Sanctuary is an ...
Support animals in need with The Trainer’s Loft’s Giving Tree
But when she tried to get into a car to leave, the pig wouldn't fit ... has been placed in an Acton Farm sanctuary. 13 hours ago Drive-By Triple Shooting In Long BeachKara Finnstrom reports ...
Mystery Of Stuffed Pig Found In Camarillo Solved
After pursuing a traditional veterinary degree, O’Brien received several advanced certifications in the modalities of acupuncture, chiropractic care ... The Pig Site recognizes this as Porcine Stress ...
Local vets help overweight pups, stressed pigs, anoerexic chickens & more with advanced technology
These two beautiful animals have found a second chance at the Black Dog Farm ... love and care that they deserve. Others find their forever home right here. Jim and Jennifer run this sanctuary ...
Goat with disability has very cuddly friendship with rescued cat
Then, Live and Let Live Farm in Chichester ... more than just horses. On the sanctuary’s 70-acre property, lives a mini zoo of chickens, ducks, goats, pigs, rabbits, cats and dogs – to ...
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